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Summary.Thermalpreferencesof well-fedand food-limited fire ant colonies (Solenopsisinvicta)were studied
in relation to colony growth and metabolic costs. The
growth curve for well-fedcolonies was stronglyskewed
toward warmertemperatureswith maximalgrowth occurringnear32?C (Fig. 2 A). The growthcurvefor foodlimitedcolonies was skewedtowardcooler temperatures
with maximal colony size occurring around 25? C
(Fig. 2B). Food-limitedcolonies apparentlygrew larger
at cooler temperatures because metabolic costs of
workers were reduced. A series of binary choice tests
confirmedthreepredictionsconcerningfire ant thermal
preferences(Figs. 3-4). First,well-fedcolonies preferred
brood temperaturesvery near the optimum for colony
growth (31? C versus 32? C). Colonies were also able

to select appropriatesuboptimal growth temperatures
when the optimal range was unavailable.Secondly, as
predicted,a large percentageof colony workers(- 30%
in well-fedcolonies) consistentlychose cooler temperatures than those selected for the brood. This strategy
probablyincreaseslongevity of workersnot directlyassociatedwith brood care. Thirdly,food-limitedcolonies
preferredcooler temperaturesthan well-fed colonies.
Metabolic costs of food-limitedcolonies were reduced
by approximately 7% because of (1) slightly cooler
brood temperatures (30? C versus 31? C) and because

(2) an additional20-30% of the workersselectedcooler
temperatures.The additionof excessfood reversedfoodlimited thermal preferenceswithin 12 h for the brood
(Fig. 5) and several days for the workers. Contraryto
expectations,thermalpreferencesfor brood in food-limited colonies did not match the food-limited growth
curve, perhaps because fire ant colonies can choose to
rearbrood at warm temperatureswhile maintainingaccumulatedcolony biomassat cooler temperatures.

Correspondence to: S.D. Porter

Introduction

Temperatureis a centralfactorin the life of ant colonies.
As with most poikilotherms,the metabolicrates of ants
are highly temperaturedependent.Respirationrates approximatelydoublewith every10-degreeincreasein temperature(Peakin and Josens 1978; Calabi and Porter
1989). Increasedrespiratoryrates are, in turn, closely
associated with increasedrates of brood development
(Porter1988;Schmidt1968)and reducedworkerlongevity (Calabiand Porter 1989). Temperaturealso has importanteffectson colony activity.For example,foraging
is often inhibitedor preducedat temperaturesabove or
below certainranges(Curtis1985; Porterand Tschinkel
1987; Rogers 1974). Even withinpreferredranges,rates
of foragertransitare proportionalto temperature(O'Neill and Kemp 1990; Rissing 1982).
While temperatureis the primaryfactor controlling
colony activityand metabolism,ants not are completely
subjectto its vicissitudes.In fact, many speciesare very
effectivethermoregulators.A few ants are endothermic
like honeybees; that is, they regulatecolony temperatures with internallyproducedmetabolic heat (Franks
1989; Horstmann 1990; Rosengrenet al. 1987). Most
ants, however, are strictly exothermic. These species
thermoregulateby behaviorally tracking fluctuating
temperaturesin and around their nests. Some species
augment their behavioral capabilities by constructing
moundswhich functionas solar collectingdevices(Seeley and Heinrich 1981). A few ants may also use the
respiratoryheat of decayingnest material(Coenen-StaB
etal. 1980; Coenen-StaB 1988) or symbiotic fungus
(Atta,unpub.data).
The fire ant, Solenopsisinvicta Buren, thermoregulates by moving up and down in a labyrinthof earthen
chambersas the mound warms or cools. On a spring
morning when surface temperaturesare cold, most of
the colony is 40-50 cm under the mound. By midday,
most of the colony moves up into the mound where
temperatureson sunny days are often 10-20?C warmer
than the surroundingsoil. High mound temperatures
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in the afternoon or cool temperatures in the evening
eventually drive the colony back down into the soil column. Each morning, the thermoregulatory cycle begins
anew as mound temperatures rise above those in the
surrounding soil.
Thermal preferences are a key element in the thermoregulatory behavior of ants. Colonies of several species
appear to select temperatures affording maximal brood
production (Brian 1973; Roces and Niuniez 1989). Colony members may also have differing thermal preferences. Larvae are sometimes kept at cooler temperatures
than pupae (Coenen-StaB 1985; Kipyatkov and Shenderova 1986; Roces and Niufiez 1989). Also, inactive
workers (Ceusters 1977) or queens (Kipyatkov and Shenderova 1986) may prefer cooler temperatures than their
active counterparts. Season and prior acclimation temperature appear to have little effect on the thermal preferences of ants (Coenen-StaB 1987; Cokendolpher and
Francke 1985), but low humidity can reduce thermal
preferences substantially (Cokendolpher and Francke
1985; Kneitz 1966). Roces and Niufiez (1989) reported
that feeding levels affected thermal preferences for Camponotus brood with preferences varying according to a
circadian rhythm.
This study investigated thermal preferences of the fire
ant, S. invicta, as they relate to colony growth and metabolic costs. Three hypotheses were tested. The first was
that fire ant colonies actively select temperatures which
maximize colony growth. The second hypothesis was
that, on average, workers select cooler temperatures than
those they select for the brood. This disparity should
occur because warmer temperatures are a net benefit
for brood production (Porter 1988), but a net cost for
workers since increased temperatures increase worker
respiration and substantially reduce longevity (Calabi
and Porter 1989). The third hypothesis was that food
availability affects thermal preferences. When food is
abundant, colonies should choose warm temperatures
that maximize production. However, when food is limited, colonies should choose cooler temperatures which
reduce worker respiration and replacement costs allowing the resulting energetic savings to be invested in maintaining larger colonies.
Materials and methods
Effects of temperatureon colony growth and size. The effects of
temperatureon the growth of well-fed and food-limited colonies
were studied so that thermal preferencescould be interpretedin
terms of the physiological consequences.Test colonies were reared
in experimentalchambers maintained at one of five temperatures
(+0.5? C): 25, 28, 30, 32, 35? C; see Porter (1988) for details of

handling and feeding procedures.
Twenty well-fed colonies with a mature monogyne queen, 1.0 g
of workers, and 0.5 g of brood were divided equally among the
five experimentaltemperatures.Excess quantitiesof crickets(Acheta domestica)and sugar water (1 M)were provided daily. Petri dish
nests (15 cm) were added as needed so that excess nest space was
always available. Workerproduction for these 20 colonies was reported by Porter (1988).
Thirty food-limited colonies were allocated equally among the
five experimentaltemperatures.Each colony initially contained a
mature monogyne queen, 1.5 g of workers and 0.5 g of brood.

"Arena

5cm

Fig. 1. Symmetrical design of nests used in binary temperature
choice tests. Half of each nest was in one incubator and half was
in the other. Colony memberstransferredback and forth between
sides dependingon incubator temperatures

Each day, these colonies received 1/2 of a cricket and 0.2 ml of
1 M sugar water. Nest tubes (13 by 100 mm) were added as necessary to ensure excess nesting space. After 2 months, both well-fed
and food-limited colonies were separatedinto workers and brood
and then counted and weighed.
Binary temperature choice tests. In order to determine fire ant ther-

mal preferences,ten colonies were given a series of binary choices.
This was accomplished by placing two incubators side by side.
Temperaturesin the incubatorswere changed every 12 h permitting
colonies to make two choices each day. After each 12-h cycle,
we estimated the percentageof colony workers and brood in each
incubator. Fifteen different temperaturecombinations were compared in forty 12-h cycles over a 22-day period. Each temperature
combination was repeatedtwo or three times except 30 and 32? C,
which was repeatednine times, and the combinations 30 and 36? C
and 24 and 38? C, which were tried only once.
Experimentalnests were constructed so that half of each nest
was in one incubator and half was in the other (Fig. 1). Each
half was connected to the other by a Tygon tube inserted through
holes drilled in the walls of the incubators. The two central boxes
each contained eight nest tubes (13 by 100 mm). Nest tubes were
about one-third filled with water which was held in place by a
cotton plug. Each tube had an aluminumfoil cap with a ca. 3-mm
puncture, allowing entrance to the area between the foil and the
cotton. This arrangement kept nest humidity high and ensured
constant availabilityof water. A small fan in each incubatorcirculated air and kept temperaturesuniform.
Colonies were fed crickets and 1 M sugar water daily. Food
was distributedequally between the two feeding boxes so that any
feeding effects were symmetricalto the temperaturesbeing tested.
In orderto test the effect of food availabilityon temperaturepreferences, five colonies received all the food they could eat, while the
other five only received half a cricket and 0.2 ml of sugar water
per day. Workersand brood were periodically removed from the
well-fed colonies so that colonies in both feeding treatmentscontained 10000-15000 workersand brood.
Temperaturepreference data were analyzed with a four-way
ANOVA. The four main factors were: "temperature"(15 paired
combinations), "feeding" (well-fed or food-limited), "life-stage"
(workers or brood), and "colony" (ten test colonies). The first
three factors were fixed and fully crossed. The fourth factor was
a randomized block with five test colonies nested in each level
of "feeding"; this providedthe necessaryreplication.Multipleruns
of the same temperaturecombinations were averaged across test
colonies. Percent preferencedata were arcsine-squareroot transformed to normalize their distribution, although this did not
change which factors were significant. "Temperature"and "lifestage" were tested by their respectiveinteractionswith "colony".
"Feeding" was tested directly by "colony". "Colony" and its
interactionswere not testable in this design.
In order to determine how rapidly colonies switched between
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well-fed and food-limited behavior, the incubatorswere alternated
between 30? C and 32? C every 12 h. After 2 days, two food-limited
colonies were switchedto excess food and two excess food colonies
were switched to limited food.

Results
Effects of temperatureon colony growth and size
Well-fed colonies. Colonies with excess food grew very
rapidly (Fig. 2A). The window or range of growth was
between about 22? C and 36? C, with maximal growth
near 32? C. Colonies at 32? C grew more than 40-fold
in 2 months. Means for total colony weight and worker
weight (Fig. 2A) were all significantly different from adjacent means except the 28? C and 30? C comparisons
Between
(1-way ANOVA; Scheffe's S test, P<0.05).
28? C and 35? C, the ratio of workers to brood gradually
increased (Fig. 2A). This pattern seems to indicate that
relatively more workers are needed to rear brood at higher temperatures; however, this conclusion is confounded
because larger colonies typically have lower brood production rates than smaller ones (Porter and Tschinkel
1985).
As expected, the growth curve was strongly skewed
to the right. Growth at cooler temperatures was limited

by slow developmental rates, while growth at higher
temperatures was probably reduced by metabolic stress
(Porter 1988). Fire ant colonies typically pile brood in
clusters, but at 35? C colonies usually dispersed the
brood around the nest chamber. This heat-stress behavior might help dissipate metabolic heat, although we
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were unable to detect heat accumulation in brood piles
at cooler temperatures.
Food-limited colonies. The growth pattern of food-limited colonies differed considerably from that of well-fed
colonies (Fig. 2). First, food-limited colonies apparently
ceased growing after several weeks when they reached
total weights of only 3-7 g. Secondly, as expected, foodlimited colonies grew larger at cooler temperatures (linear regression; total weight, r2=0.84, P<0.0001;
worker weight, r2=0.51, P<0.0001). Ratios of brood
to workers were fairly constant between 28? C and
35? C, and consistently lower than corresponding ratios
for well-fed colonies. The relative number of workers
in food-limited colonies at 25? C may have been depressed slightly because this cool developmental temperature prevented colonies from attaining maximal worker
populations by the end of the 2-month study period.
Binary temperaturechoice tests
Analyses of thermal preferences (Figs. 3 and 4) revealed
significant differences in the following statistical factors:
"feeding" (P= 0.0015), "temperature" (P< 0.0001) and
"life-stage" (P<0.0001). All interactions of these factors were significant (P<0.0001) except "life-stagex
feeding" (P=0.43). "Temperature" was the most important factor in that the different temperature alternatives explained 75% of the variation in the ANOVA;
this was because the general patterns of preferences in
the four graphs in Figs. 3 and 4 were all quite similar.
The "life-stage x temperature" interaction accounted
for an additional 7.9% of the variation. The main factors
"feeding" and "life-stage" accounted for 5.3% and
3.8%, respectively. The remaining 8.1% of the variation
was distributed among "colony" and the remaining interaction terms.
In spite of the arcsine transformation, the variance
of thermal preferences in some cells was probably not
equal because certain temperature alternatives were
avoided entirely by workers and/or brood (Figs. 3 and
4). In order to be sure that unequal variance did not
confound the conclusions, the analysis was repeated
after deleting temperature alternatives that resulted in
a 0% preference for one alternative or the other (i.e.
24 and 30? C, 24 and 38? C, 30 and 36? C, 32 and 34? C,

and 32 and 36? C). Cell variances in the resulting dataset
were not significantly different (Hartley's test; F-max=
55.3; df=40,4; P>0.05). Most importantly, the ANOVA results were almost identical to those described in
the preceding paragraph. Several additional ANOVAs
were also conducted in which we deleted temperature
alternatives that resulted in low or very low thermal
preferences. Results of these analyses were very similar
to those just described except that "feeding" was slightly
more significant and "temperature" accounted for less
of the total variance, as expected.
Well-fedcolonies. The data for brood in well-fed colonies
indicate either a preferred temperature of 31? C or a
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preferred range of 30-32? C. This preference was determined by comparing sequentially higher pairs of temperature alternatives (Fig. 3 top; see diagonal row of bars
with black side panels). At warmer alternatives of 30? C
or less (i.e. 25 and 28? C, and 28 and 30? C) almost
all brood were placed at the warmer temperature. At
30 and 32? C combination, the brood were nearly equally distributed between both temperatures, but at the 32
and 34? C combination almost all brood were placed
at the cooler temperature. Larvae and pupae were not
noticeably segregated between the different alternatives.
Eggs and colony queens were not seen frequently enough
to determine their thermal preferences. We have assumed, for the purpose of discussion, that workers select
temperatures for the brood, but the brood may not be
entirely passive; that is, they might communicate thermal preferences to the workers before or during transport.
The distribution of well-fed workers among the temperature alternatives (Fig. 3, bottom) was similar to the
pattern observed for the brood (top). The major difference was that a substantial fraction of workers (20-45%)
chose the cooler temperature, even when 90-100% of
brood was at the higher temperature; this difference accounts for the significance of "life-stage" in the statistical analysis. The exception to this pattern was that
slightly more workers (<?5% more) occasionally chose
the higher temperature when the percentage of brood
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brood(topright)and
workers(bottomright)in
binary choice tests. See
3 for further explanation

at that temperaturewas very low (i.e. < 12%). This differenceaccountsfor the significanceof "life-stagex temperature"in the analysis.In other words,workerschose
both warmer and cooler temperaturesthan those selected for the brood, dependingon the particularalternatives; however, the general tendency was to choose
cooler temperatures.
Carefulinspectionof Fig. 3 revealsthat fire ants can
adjust thermal preferences according to the options
available. For example, 34? C was avoided by about 90%

of the brood if the alternativewas the preferred30?C
or 32?C. However,40% or 90% of the broodwas placed
at 34? C when the alternative was 28? C or 25? C, respec-

tively. Similarly,36?C was avoided by 97-100% of the
brood if 30? C or 32? C were the options, but 20% or

47% of brood was placed at 36?C if the cooler options
were 28? C or 25? C, respectively. In short, workers

would place brood at increasinglyhigher temperatures
if forced to choose betweenincreasinglycooler alternatives. Temperaturesof 38?C were avoided by almost
all colony memberseven when the alternativewas 25? C.
Food-limitedcolonies.Food-limitedcolonies (Fig. 4) preferredslightlycooler temepraturesthan well-fedcolonies
(Fig. 3) making "feeding" a significantfactor. The preferred temperaturefor food-limited brood was about
30?C compared to about 31?C for well-fed colonies.
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The preferredtemperaturerangefor brood in S. invicta
colonies was between 30?C and 32?C with a median
of 31? C (Fig. 3). This median is 2.7? C warmer than

that reported by Cokendolpherand Francke (1985),
probablybecausewe used intact colonies whereasCokendolpherand Franckeused isolated fragmentsconsisting of 20-50 workersand some brood. Anotherimportant differencewas that we monitored a colony's response to thermal change within their nest, whereas
Cokendolpherand Franckemonitoredclusteringbehavior on a static and unfamiliarthermalgradient.
A preferenceof 31?C for brood is similar to, but
slightlyhigherthan, preferencesreportedfor other ants:
Componotusmus, 27.5-30.8? C (Roces and Nifiez 1989);
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one or two weeks to reach maximal levels of brood
food to food-limited colonies caused a switch to well-fed
brood preferences in less than 12 h (Fig. 5, top). By con,
32transfer
(Fig. bottomand
5). Simerentages of workers trans-

ferring betwee temperatures were similar to that illuspreferences was much more gradual, generally requiring
one or

two weeks to reach maximal

levels of brood

mites (30?C, Seeley and Heinrich1981). Among social
insects, honeybeesappearto have the highest preferred
temperature for brood rearing at 35? C (Fahrenholz

et al. 1989).
S. invictacolonies easily discriminatedbetweentemperaturedifferencesof 2? C; however,they are probably
capable of much finer discrimination,perhaps as fine
as the 0.25?C perceptionreportedfor honey bees (Winston 1987). Unlike many solitary insects, social insects
generallyhave narrow thermalpreferencesfor juvenile
stages,possiblybecausefeedingrequirementsdo not interfere with thermal options. The preferredrange for

S. invicta brood was <2?C (i.e. 30-32? C); this compares to ranges of 6-12? C for solitary insects like house

flies, roaches and grasshoppers(Fraenkel and Gunn
1961; Cornwell1968;Uvarov 1977).
Thermalpreferences and optimal growth

As hypothesized,fire ants do prefer temperaturesthat
allow optimal or near optimal colony growth. The preferred temperaturefor brood in well-fed colonies (31? C, Fig. 3) was about 1? C less than the temperature

associated with maximal colony growth ( 32?C,
Fig. 2). Assuming thermalpreferencesfor brood could
be anywherewithin the range of temperaturessuitable
for growth, 22-36? C (Fig. 2), these data indicate that

ferring between temperatures were similar to that illus-

evolutionaryforces have optimizedthermalpreferences
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within about 7% of the maximumfor colony growth.
By way of comparison,Wilson (1980) reportedthat the
size of Atta workersengagedin leaf-cuttingwas within
about 8% of a theoreticalmaximum, a precision that
he consideredin accordwith the conceptof evolutionary
optimization.The 7% differencein this studymay reflect
either naturalimprecisionor experimentalimprecision;
finer discriminationwould require temperatureincrements of one degreeor less for both growth and preference studies.
Thermalpreferencesof other poikilothermsare presumablyclosely associatedwith temperaturesthat permit optimal growth.Unfortunately,relativelyfew studies have adequatelytestedthis hypothesis.In an especially thorough study, Brett (1971) showed that thermal
preferencesof sockeye salmon almost exactly matched
the optimal growth temperature(15?C) for well-fedindividuals. The ants Campanotusmus and Myrmica rubra

apparentlychoose thermaloptimain termsof pupalproduction and sexual differentiation,respectively(Brian
1973;Roces and Nifniez1989).The redwood ant, Formica polyctena, prefers 29? C for pupae (Coenen-StaB

1985) a temperaturethat is close to the developmental
optimum of 30.5?C (Schmidt 1968). Garter snakes
prefer temperatures (29-30? C) which maximize locomo-

tion, tongue-flicking and digestion (Stevenson etal.
1985), but data on long-termeffects of temperatureon
growth are unavailable.Honey bees maintainnest temperatures (35? C) which are close to the temperature at

which brood develop best (Jay 1963) - brood reared
much above 36?C generallyhave reducedsurvivalwhile
those rearedat temperaturesbelow 32?C have increased
rates of wing deformity (Seeley and Heinrich 1981).
Thesestudiesindicatethat thermalpreferencesand optimal growth temperaturesare correlated;however, the
precision of this association has not been adequately
determinedin most cases. This is partlybecausethermal
preferencesin some species are so broad that comparisons would be meaningless(Fraenkeland Gunn 1961).
In other cases, testing is complicatedbecause thermal
preferencesvary accordingto the age (Uvarov 1977) or
physiologicalstate of an organism(Lazzari 1991). The
majorproblem,however,is that most researcherssimply
have not evaluatedthermalpreferencesin termsof their
physiologicaleffectson growthor reproduction.
Suboptimal temperaturealternatives

Fire ant thermoregulationappearsto be more sophisticated than a simple behavioral switch or thermostat
whereall warmeralternatives> 32?C are avoided.Binary choice tests showed that S. invicta colonies would
choose increasingly higher temperaturesif forced to
choose betweenincreasinglycooleralternatives.Furthermore, choices among suboptimalalternativesgenerally
matched the growth curve for well-fed colonies
(Fig. 2A). For example, growth at 34? C is much higher
than it is at 25? C - as expected, 34? C was strongly
preferred over 25? C (Fig. 3). Similarly, growth at 28? C
was slightly greater than at 34? C; as might have been

predicted,slightlymore broodwereplacedat 28?C than
at 34? C. Preferences for 36? C were higher than expected

with the alternativeof 25?C, but this could be because
the growth curve actually tails off slightly above 36?C
rather than ending abruptlyas extrapolated(Fig. 2A).
As expected, very few ants were found at 38?C when
the alternative was 25? C. Temperatures above 36? C

should be consistentlyavoidedby colonies becausesuch
temperatureswouldnecessitateveryhigh metaboliccosts
while providing little or no benefit in terms of brood
production(Porter1988).
The abilityto make appropriatechoices among suboptimal temepraturesmay be an importantcomponent
of fire ant thermoregulationbecausethe preferredtemperaturezone of 30-32? C is often only a few millimeters
thick in the mound, especially in the morning hours.
This narrowband of preferredtemperaturesis probably
quicklyoccupiedby workersand brood, forcingthe remaining individuals to choose between temperatures
that are warmeror cooler than they would prefer.Very
little informationis availableconcerningthis ability in
otherpoikilotherms.The choice of appropriatesuboptimal temperaturescould be a generalcapabilityof many
organisms,or it could be limitedprimarilyto social organisms like ants which can effectively communicate
thermalalternativesand compete for a limited zone of
stronglypreferredtemperatures.
Thermalpreferences of workers and brood

As predicted,a large prcentageof fire ant workers(30%) consistently selected cooler temperaturesthan
those selectedfor the brood (Fig. 3). The majormetabolic benefit for workersis probably increasedlongevity.
Each 2? C drop in temperatureshould increasethe longevity of workers by about 14% (Calabi and Porter
1989).Food requirementswould also be reducedbecause
of lowerrespiratoryrates,but this savingwould normally not be important to colonies with access to excess
food. Othersocial insectsappearto employ similarstrategies. Ceusters (1977) reported that a portion of
workersin Formicacolonies tended to clusterat cooler
temperatures.Similarly,areas in honey bee hives with
only workerstend to be cooler than those with brood
(Winston1987).
The relationshipof thermalpreferencesto colony social structureis a subjectthat deservesfurtherattention.
Differentcastes and developmentalstagesmay have different thermalpreferences.For example,the large fraction of S. invictaworkersat cooler temperatures(Figs. 3
and 4) may be reserveworkers (Mirenda and Vinson
1981)tryingto reducemetabolicrates.Workersselecting
high temperaturescould be foragers or scouts (Porter
and Tschinkel 1987). Nurses, of course, should have
preferencesvery similarto those chosen for the brood.
Kneitz (1966) was unable to find differencesin thermal
preferencesof F. polyctenaworkers;however,this possibility should be investigatedwith intact colonies. Newly
eclosed alate queens might prefer warm temperatures
while they are accumulatingfat reserves, but mature
ones might switchto cooler temperatureswhile they are
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awaiting a mating flight. The different brood stages may
also have different thermal preferences. In F. polyctena,
thermal preferences for brood gradually increased from
eggs to pupae (Ceusters 1977; Coenen-StaB 1985; Kipyatkov and Shenderova 1986). We could not make this
comparison in fire ants because eggs and young larvae
were not normally visible in the experimental setup. Older larvae and pupae appeared to have similar preferences
but subtle differences could have been missed. The thermal distribution of functional queens is another subject
that deserves further attention especially in regard to
their oviposition cycles. Kipyatkov and Shenderova
(1986) reported that active F. polyctena queens selected
higher temperatures than inactive ones. In short, differing thermal preferences may be an important aspect of
colony social structure. If this is so, then ant colonies
should grow best in thermal gradients where a range
of temperatures is continuously available.
Thermalpreferences of well-fed andfood-limited colonies
As predicted, food-limited colonies did reduce metabolic
costs by choosing cooler temperatures than well-fed colonies. This occurring in two ways. First, a higher percentage of workers in food-limited colonies consistently
chose cooler alternatives when almost all of the brood
was placed at the warmer alternatives (Figs. 3 and 4).
Specifically, over 50% of food-limited workers chose
cooler alternatives compared to about 30% for well-fed
colonies. This was true even when the cooler alternative
was 5? C less than the warmer one (i.e. the 25 and 30? C
combination). The fact that workers switched from
food-limited to well-fed behavior in 2-3 days suggests
that direct changes in thermal preferences may be the
primary reason for this switch, although the lower
brood-to-worker ratios associated with food-limited colonies (Fig. 2) may also have been a factor. Energetic
savings from worker preference shifts can only be roughly estimated because we did not measure percent distributions of workers across a thermal gradient. Nevertheless, a 2-4? C reduction in thermal preferences for an
additional 25% of the workers should translate into a
3-6% reduction in total worker maintenance and replacement costs (Calabi and Porter 1989) during periods
of food stress.
A 1-2? C reduction in thermal preferences for brood
is the second way food-limited colonies reduced metabolic costs (Fig. 3-4). Test colonies required 1-2 weeks
to fully develop food-limited preferences, but less than
12 h to switch back to well-fed preferences after receiving
excess food (Fig. 5). The 1-2 week delay may be the
period required for reserve workers (Glancey et al. 1973)
to gradually exhaust food stored in their crops and body
tissues. A 1--2?C reduction in thermal preferences for
brood was much less than that predicted by the temperature growth curve for food-limited colonies (Fig. 2B).
In fact, careful inspection of Fig. 4 indicates that the
thermal preferences for brood in food-limited colonies
more closely matches preferences that would be predicted if the growth curve of well-fed colonies (Fig. 2A)
were shifted a degree or two to the left.

Why don't thermal preferencesfor brood in foodlimitedcolonies match the growthcurveof food-limited
colonies? One possibility is that net brood production
costs of fireants are relativelyinsensitiveto temperature,
at least within the normalthermalrange for brood production. In other words, the net cost of producingten
workers at 25?C is probably about the same as it is
at 30?C (see "total costs", Calabiand porter1989;also
comparedegree-daysand pupalsurvivalacrosstemperature, Porter1988).The reasonfood-limitedcolonies declined in size at warmertemperatures(Fig. 2 B) is probably due to accumulatingworkermaintenancecosts and
not differentialbrood productioncosts. In fact, the 30%
reduction in colony size between 25? C and 30? C

(Fig. 2B) was nearly proportionalto the 36% increase
in metaboliccosts over the same temperaturerange(Calabi and Porter 1989). The growth pattern in Fig. 2B
is very similarto that observedfor food-limitedsockeye
salmon (Brett 1971) and probablyfor the same reason;
that is, increasedrespiratorycosts at higher temperatures consume energy that would otherwisehave been
availablefor growth.
Under field conditions, entire colonies are never
forced to occupy a single temperature.They almost always have a menu or more preciselya gradientof temperaturesto choose from; this would generally allow
reserveworkersand other workersnot directlyengaged
in brood care to select cooler temperatures.Given these
conditions,it would seem best for food-limitedcolonies
to rear limited numbersof replacementworkers fairly
quicklyat warm temperatureswhile "storing" the bulk
of the workersat cooler temperatures.
If net broodproductioncosts in fireants are relatively
insensitiveto temperature,why is there any decline in
the preferredtemperaturefor brood in food-limitedcolonies? The answermay be that rearingbrood at cooler
temperatureshelps to bufferthe negativeeffectsof fluctuating food supplies. In particular,cooler preferences
could reduce the chance of maintaininglarvae at high
temperatureswithoutsufficientenergyfor growth.Cooler temperaturesmight also reduce the frequency of
brood cannibalism(Sorensenet al. 1983).
A 1 C shift in brood temperature from 31? C to

30?C would decreasedevelopmentalrates by about 7%
(Porter 1988). This decrease in developmental rates
should result in a proportional7% drop in metabolic
costs and food requirementsfor the brood. A 1?C reductionin brood temperatureswould also extenddevelopmental time by 2.5 days and pupal developmentby
about 1 day (Porter1988).This delaycould offer a slight
benefitby deferringpupal eclosureuntil additionalfood
was available to support the increasedrespiratoryrequirementsof new workers (Roces and Protomastro
1988). A 1?C drop in thermal preferencefor brood
would also reducethe productionand maintenancecosts
of attendingworkersby about 6% (Calabi and Porter
1989).Assuming50%of workersin food limitedcolones
are involved in brood care, this would reduce total
workercosts by about 3%. This percentageshould be
added to the 3-6% savings estimate calculated above
for workers choosing cooler temperaturesthan the
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brood. Altogether, reductions in preferred temperatures
in food-limited colonies would approximately reduce
worker costs by 6-9% and brood costs by 7%.
It is unknown how frequently fire ant colonies are
food-limited, but this is presumably fairly common in
mature field populations. Another consideration is that
the shift in thermal preferences will only be of benefit
when mound temperatures reach about 28? C for
workers and 31? C for brood. Mound temperatures of
28? C and 31? C are available about 60% and 30% of
the time., from April to November respectively (unpublished data), the major period of brood production in
north Florida (Tschinkel and Porter 1988). Food-limited
colonies probably gain additional energy saving from
reductions in brood production and worker activity
rates.
More information is needed about the frequency, duration and types of food stresses found in field colonies.
Studies of fire ant diet indicate that workers are fueled
primarily by liquid carbohydrates while brood require
proteins for growth (Tennant and Porter 1991; Porter
1989). Both carbohydrate and protein food sources were
limited in this study. Future studies should determine
if thermal preferences of workers and brood are affected
differently by the type of food in short supply. Roces
and Niiunez(1989) reported that limiation of insect food
delayed pupal eclosure in a Camponotus ant, but limitation of a sugar solution did not.
Food-limitation or starvation reduces thermal preferences in other poikilotherms. Stunz and Magnusson
(1976) reported that bluegills with negative growth rates
reduced thermal preferences by 1.4? C and metabolic
rates by about 5%. Similarly, Javaid and Anderson
(1967) found starvation reduced thermal preference by
2? C and 4? C for two of the three salmonid fish in their
study. Berman and Quinn (1991) reported that prespawning salmon selected temperatures that were 2.5? C
below ambient, a behavior that reduced metabolic costs
by 12-20%. Regal (1966) reported that the thermal preferences of a constrictor snake were much lower when
it was not digesting food. Two species of turtles had
thermal preferences that were 1.5? C and 4.5? C lower
before feeding (Gatten 1974). Deal (1941) reported
mixed results concerning the thermal preferences of
stored-product insects held in thermal gradients for
3 days with and without food. Thomson (1938) found
that 80%/ of hungry mosquitoes avoided the warm side
of his thermogradient, whereas recently fed ones showed
no particular preference. Lazzari (1991) reported that
unfed reduviid bugs (Triatoma infestans) gradually reduced their thermal preferences from 27-29? C to 2526? C over a 12-day period, but this preference for cooler
temperatures was reversed almost immediately after
feeding.
Conclusions and suggestions for future research
This study has demonstrated that fire ants are capable
of making fairly sophisticated thermoregulatory choices.
Colonies not only selected an optimal or near optimal
brood temperature, but they also selected the best sub-

optimalalternativeswhen the preferredtemperaturewas
not available.As predicted,a substantialfractionof colony workersconsistentlychose cooler temperaturesthan
those selected for the brood. This strategy appearsto
reducethe productionand maintenancecosts for reserve
workersand perhapsotherworkersnot directlyassociated with brood care. The thirdmajorcapabilitywas that
food-limitedfire ant colonies chose cooler temperatures
than those selectedby well-fedcolonies. Specifically,the
preferredtemperaturefor brood was reducedby 1-2? C
and a largerfractionof workersin food-limitedcolonies
consistentlyselectedcooler alternatives.
Thesethermoregulatory
capabilitiesare quiteimpressive from a behavioralstandpoint,but additionalwork
is neededto determinetheirecologicalvalue underfield
conditions. In particular,it would be helpful to know
how much temperaturetrackingbehaviorbenefitsfield
coloniesin termsof increasedgrowthpotential.Another
questionis how frequentlyfire ant mounds becomedry
enough that humiditypreferences(Potts et al. 1984) influence thermalpreferences.Detailed behavioralobservations are also neededof the thermoregulatoryprocess
itself. Specifically,how is it organizedand whichgroups
of workersare responsiblefor initiatingit and carrying
it out? Diseases might also affect thermal preferences
of ants. A numberof poikilothermsincludingcrickets,
lobsters, fish, frogs, and lizards are reportedto create
behavioralfevers by selectingtemperaturesthat are 26? C above those normallypreferred(Boorsteinand Ewald 1987).The extensivethermoregulatory
abilityof ants
and other social insects would seem to make them
especiallygood candidatesfor behavioralfevers.
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